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Help Center
for Sitecore

Help Center for Sitecore is a powerful tool that allows you to create a complete website management guide inside Sitecore...
and allow your users to get immediate access to help info while managing your website.

Help Center for Sitecore provides contextual help on the current item being viewed as well as its own UI for a full indexed 
manual for guidance about specific content as well as information independent of individual items - such as content writing style 
guides, SEO rules, Sitecore tips and tricks, brand standards and more.

Protect your investment in your Sitecore implementation by making sure your authors, designers, developers and administrators 
use the system as-designed and to its fullest potential. Help Center for Sitecore allows you to give your business users all of the 
resources they need to do their job correctly and efficiently.

Request a demo at www.roundedcube.com/apps/helpcenter-for-sitecore

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Author and configure natively within Sitecore

Provide contextual help for every content item

Seamlessly integrates into all Sitecore including Page 
Editor

Secure help content access; great for multi-site instances

Print a single topic or an entire Help Manual

Browse the Index or search by tags and keywords

Embed video tutorials, screenshots and more

Supports multi-lingual help content

Create comprehensive website management help 
including content writing style guides and best practices

FIG A: Provide rich contextual help including images and 
videos for any item in the Content Tree

FIG B: Functionality seamlessly integrated into the Sitecore 
ribbon.

FIG C: Fully functional interface to access entire manuals 
along with print and search capability.
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